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How we chose our topic:

In modern history, September 11th, 2001 is one of the greatest tragedies that the United States has ever faced. It’s an event we remember and reflect upon every year. As students, we hear stories and watch impactful documentaries detailing the events of 9/11. It’s an event that so many people know about, but not everyone understands the massive effect it’s had on American life. Both of us were born after 9/11 and were interested in looking into the changes that have occurred as a result of 9/11. The documentaries and photos we viewed in school inspired us to dig deeper and gain a better understanding of the event.

How we conducted our research:

The first thing we did was use online resources to gain a general understanding of 9/11 and the policies that followed. Once we had a basic understanding of the policies we read specific parts of the legislation that interested us, but relied heavily on resources that explained the legislative jargon. To help us understand the 9/11 Commission Report and the changes that it inspired, we set up a phone interview with former Indiana House Representative and Vice Chairman for the 9/11 Commission Board, Lee Hamilton. Hamilton provided us with a large amount of information about the report itself, but also the effect behind many of the policies that the report influenced. Hamilton's experience in government helped us better understand the policies and acts and the governmental reasoning behind them.

How we selected our presentation category and created our project:

Once we had chosen our topic, we were inspired by all the striking images from September 11th. Our first idea was to create an exhibit with the twin towers as the front side of
our exhibit. One of us had previously done an exhibit so we had a good understanding of the requirements. We used our research to create descriptions, find quotes, and choose photos to put on our exhibit. We wanted the top of the exhibit to be the skyline of New York before the towers fell, with a gray board to represent buildings. Each window on the front side of the poster represents 50 lives lost. The most impactful thing we found when researching were videos about September 11th. We used snippets from multiple videos to tie together the tragedy and triumph as a final take away for the viewer.

**How our project relates to the NHD theme:**

The event of September 11th represents tragedy, while the policies and change represent triumph over terrorism. The loss of life and attack on American government tragically changed the American way of life. In response to these acts of terrorism, the government passed triumphant policies that helped protect the people. Although some of the acts are controversial, they spark a good dialogue about the government's involvement in American people's lives.
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